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PERÚ MODA & PERÚ MODA DECO, B2B Matchmaking Meetings, is

the platform where Peruvian exhibitors and international buyers of the

fashion industry meet, and includes the following lines: Cotton,

alpaca, babies and childrenswear, footwear, jewelry, decor articles

and Peruvian brands.

Perú Moda is the biggest event from the Peruvian textile industry and

one of the most relevant platforms of Latin America.

For this edition, the event is part of the Feel & Live sustainable

concept, which aims to show the world the need to being sustainable
and take actions in search of it.

PERÚ MODA & PERÚ 

MODA DECO 2020



In this edition, the Peru Moda Deco 2020 event, due to the
international health crisis (covid-19), will be a virtual event, this
format will allow the participation of a greater number of national
and international companies.

The event will take place from October 01 to 30, through the B2B
Matchmaking digital format: scheduled business appointments, in
which you can set up business appointments * based on your
commercial needs and preferences.

Peru Moda Deco will use a friendly system that will allow to the

international buyer an easily interact with the exporter.

The Business Meetings* are a unique opportunity to gain deeper

insights of the evolving Peruvian market, while expanding your

network and maximizing your time with a customized agenda

2020 EDITION

* To participate, you will be evaluated first
.
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In this

opportunity…

B2B 
Matchmaking: 

scheduled 
business rounds 
through a friendly 

system.

Innovation and 
tchnology: High –

value products
with innovative

designs.

Online seminars
specialized in the
fashion industry.

Avant –garde
fashion: Virtual 
catwalks, where

your can 
appreciate the

offer transformed
into innovative

designs.



Secondg largest of silver and first

ranked in silver jewerly exports in 

South America.

The Pima cotton is renowned for its 

softness and durability

Significant number of Fair

Trade companies.

.

Direct logistics connection.Alpaca is a soft, durable and 

hypoallergenic fiber.

Free Trade Agreements. – No duty

charged

Peru holds a milenary culture that

keeps techniques of textile and 

decorative production.

Vertically integrated industry. 
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TO DO BUSINESS WITH PERU10  
REASONS
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Peru has luxurious fibers of alpaca, 

vicuña and cotton.

Peru supplies a variety of high-end

brands worldwide. 



Brands & 
Designers

Alpaca

Babies & 
Childrenswear

Footwear and 
Accesories

Cotton

Jewelry

Gift & Decor

Find the best export offer divided into the following product categories:

New category: Medical garments, find it in the Cotton sector



2019 EDITION RESULTS

336 buyers3,584 

business 

appointments 

arranged

8,340 

attendees at 

the trade show

242 exporters



Some buyers

who visited

us…



THANKS!
WWW.PERUMODA.COM


